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This study examines the multimodal package “so” with a pointing gesture in Swiss
German. The analysis shows that by using “so” concurrently with resources generally
considered to be in the service of local deixis, such as pointing gestures, participants are
directing their addressees’ attention to a domain of scrutiny where they should look for
additional information to fill the lexico-semantic content of the modal deictic “so”. This
lexico-semantic content is the outcome of an action, the correct way of accomplishing an
action. Based on video-recordings of two different settings, and taking into account the
details of embodied conduct, the paper discusses how local deictic resources when com-
bined with modal deixis can be used to highlight the manner.
 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC
BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
The study of the organisation of social interaction has demonstrated that talk is a collaborative achievement (Atkinson and
Heritage, 1984; Sacks et al., 1974; Schegloff, 2007). In order to achieve meaning in interaction, interlocutors need to monitor
each other’s talk to coordinate their actions (Sacks et al., 1974). The use of video recordings has made it possible to investigate
the role of other resources, such as gaze and gestures, in the production of action, thus allowing us to re-conceptualise action
in interaction by taking the multimodal perspective into account (see for example Deppermann, 2013; Goodwin, 2000a;
Mondada, 2013). The aim of this paper is to investigate the use of pointing in combinationwith modal deixis as resources that
participants have at their disposal to coordinate their actions.
Pointing is an important resource for joint attention and reference construction in interaction (Bangerter, 2004; Diessel,
2006; Eriksson, 2009; Goodwin, 2000b, 2003; Hanks, 1992; Hindmarsh and Heath, 2000; Mondada, 2014a; Stukenbrock,
2009, 2015, 2018b; Tomasello, 1995). The importance of pointing gestures for local deixis has been widely investigated
(Clark, 2003; Fricke, 2007; Haviland, 1993, 2000; Kendon, 2004; Kita, 2003; Levinson, 2004; McNeill, 2005; Stukenbrock,
2015, 2018a), but there is little research on pointing gestures in the service of modal deixis (but see, for example, Harweg,
1990). In this paper, we show that the use of pointing concurrently with the modal deictic “so” (which roughly translates
to “like this”) forms a multimodal package (Goodwin, 2003; Heath, 1986; Stukenbrock, 2010) or a multimodal Gestalt
(Mondada, 2014b) that is implemented by interlocutors in sequences of actions inwhich establishing a joint focus of attention
is important for moving to next-positioned matters.Balantani), stefanie.lazaro@unil.ch (S. Lázaro).
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joint activity (Clark, 1996), for instance when looking together at an object in a museum or building a piece of furniture. In
these activities, “so”þ pointing is used by participants to point at the result of an action that has already been performed and
is either visible as a depiction in an instruction booklet or as an object in the physical surroundings. In this way, participants
manage to establish co-orientation and, in turn, coordination (Hausendorf, 2013), necessary prerequisites for the achieve-
ment of joint activities (Clark, 1996) such as building a piece of furniture together. By focusing on the interactional function of
pointing gestures in combination with the Swiss German modal deictic “so”, our analysis contributes to continuing research
on establishing joint focus of attention and reference construction in interaction.
2. Theoretical framework
Deictic expressions can serve as a way of achieving intersubjective understanding by bringing about “the transition from
individual acts of perception to mutually shared perception” (Hausendorf, 2003, p. 252), and can contribute to the
achievement of joint attention (Bangerter, 2004; Bruner, 1995; Diessel, 2006; Mundy and Newell, 2007; Scaife and Bruner,
1975; Stukenbrock, 2018a, 2018b; Tomasello, 1995). Joint attention is an important prerequisite to coordinating attention
with a co-participant in talk (Mundy and Newell, 2007) and refers to the fact that the participants not only direct their visual
attention to the same object or entity in the visual surroundings, but that they also know that they are sharing the same focus
of attention, or in Diessel’s (2006, p. 465) words: “(.) joint attention requires that the communicative partners recognize
they are attending to the same thing”.
The term deixis (from the Greek word dεῖxi2 for pointing or indicating) refers to grammaticalized forms that can only be
interpreted when taking the contextual aspects of an utterance or speech event into account (Levinson, 1983). In this study,
we concentrate on deictic expressions that are used gesturally (Fillmore, 1997) and where interlocutors need to monitor the
speech event closely to interpret those expressions (Levinson, 1983). In order to function properly, these deictic expressions
have to be combined with an embodied action. One of the most studied deictic embodied actions is the pointing gesture (see
for example Clark, 2003; Fricke, 2007; Kendon, 2004; Kita, 2003; McNeill, 1992; Mondada, 2014a; Stukenbrock, 2015) with
previous work on pointing focusing mainly on the use of this gesture in local deixis (Fillmore, 1997).
Although pointing is a well-established and commonly understood practice to direct the visual attention of others to
something in the physical surroundings, addressees of a pointing gesture do not simply have to find the target that is
being pointed at by following a “vector” that indicates a certain direction, location or object (Kita, 2003). In fact, ad-
dressees can rely on other meaning-making practices (Goodwin, 2000a, p. 1516), like the co-occurring talk and the activity
in which the pointing gesture occurs, to identify the target and establish a referent (Goodwin, 2000b, 2003; Stukenbrock,
2015). The act of pointing thus only specifies a domain of scrutiny (Goodwin, 2000b, 2003) where the addressees of the
point have to search for the target, that “is not a simple, physical ‘thing’ but an entity that is structured through the
intersection of a range of different kinds of semiotic practices” (Goodwin, 2000b, p. 74). In such cases, the situated
pointing gesture is coordinated with other concurrent communicative acts (Streeck, 2013, p. 675) or semiotic resources
(Goodwin, 2000a) to form a multimodal package (Goodwin, 2003; Heath, 1986; Stukenbrock, 2010) or a multimodal
Gestalt (Mondada, 2014b).
Another multimodal package that has been widely investigated is the use of the German particle “so” in conjunction
with gestures in the service of modal deixis (Ningelgen and Auer, 2017; Streeck, 2002; Stukenbrock, 2010, 2014, 2015).
Streeck (2002) describes the use of the particle “so” in the presence of descriptive gestures (referred to by McNeill (2005)
as iconic gestures). According to Streeck, “so” appears in a speaker’s turn before the gesture and serves to introduce the
nonverbal behaviour that is imminent. He proposes that “so” serves as a flag for the interlocutor to look for an additional
meaning in the utterance that is being produced. The speaker’s gaze direction attracts the addressee’s visual attention to
the location where this additional meaning can be found. When gaze orientation to the speaker’s hands is combined with
the flag, the hand gesture is integrated into the structure of the talk and assumes a grammatical status in the utterance.
However, Streeck does not distinguish the cases of “so” that do require a gesture from the ones that are accompanied by
one but the gesture is not mandatory for the intelligibility of the utterance (Ningelgen and Auer, 2017; Stukenbrock, 2010,
2014).
Stukenbrock (2010, 2014, 2015) concentrates her research on instances of deictic “so” expressions for which the presence
of a gesture is obligatory for the intelligibility of an utterance. In such cases, she claims that “so” functions as a flag (Streeck,
2002) for an upcoming gesture by the speaker that must be visually perceived by the addressee. The obligatory presence of
gaze in deictic “so” references is also identified in instructional sequences (Stukenbrock, 2014). What the author demon-
strates with her analysis is that “so” does not merely function as a turn-internal flag that directs the addressee’s gaze
orientation to a gesture, but rather that a deictic “so” projects a bodily behaviour that can range from iconic or depictive
gestures to full-fledged bodily performances (Stukenbrock, 2014) by the speaker and an aligning action by the addressee, thus
making the addressee’s gaze obligatory.
While these studies are concerned with the occurrence of “so” in conjunction with iconic gestures and performances, the
use of this particle coupled with pointing gestures has not been dealt with in depth. To our knowledge, only Harweg (1990)
argues, albeit theoretically, that pointing gestures, though their use is predominantly associated with local deixis, could
nevertheless be used inmodal deixis too. Fricke (2007), on the other hand, maintains the hypothesis that, as pointing gestures
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accompanied by a pointing gesture, they belong to the category of local deixis.
Our aim for this paper is to show that while pointing gestures are used to direct addressees’ attention to an object or space
in the visual environment, if combined with themodal deictic “so”, they can in fact be in the service of modal deixis and point
to the outcome of an action. This complements the description of multimodal packages with “so” identified so far
(Stukenbrock, 2014), where the action in progress has to be monitored to “fill” the lexico-semantic content of “so”. To
illustrate this, take for instance the following excerpt from Stukenbrock (2014, p. 87):In this example, the utterance “so abschälen”/ “peel like this” (l.02) has to be accompanied by some action from the
speaker that is to be performedmore or less concurrently with “so” andwill point to its quality. By way of contrast, as we shall
highlight in this paper, when “so” is coupled with a pointing gesture, what is being pointed at is the outcome of the action
rather than the performance per se.
3. Methodology and data
The methodology used to undertake this study is Conversation Analysis (hereafter CA) (Drew, 2004). As a bottom-up form
of analysis, CA puts participants’ own displayed orientations at the centre of the analysis. Its objective is to describe how
interactants produce their own behaviour and understand the behaviour of others. As social interaction not only consists of
verbal but also of embodied conduct, the different modalities people use in interaction have to be taken into consideration in
the analysis (see, for example, Deppermann, 2013; Goodwin, 2000a; 2000b; Mondada and Schmitt, 2010; Stivers and Sidnell,
2005; Streeck et al., 2011). Based on the methodological principles of CA, we investigate both the simultaneous combination
of individual modalities in the performance of an action, and the simultaneous performance of actions by different in-
teractants (Deppermann, 2013; Stivers and Sidnell, 2005).
Data recordings were conducted following the quality criteria for the collection of naturally occurring interaction
(Deppermann, 2008; Mondada, 2013) with the use of mobile eye-tracking glasses (Tobii Pro Glasses 2) worn by the partic-
ipants. An additional third camera was used during the recordings, allowing for an observer’s perspective of the ongoing
interaction, in order to account for embodied conduct not visible through the cameras on the eye-tracking devices. The re-
cordings from the eye-tracking glasses and from the third camerawere synchronized into one split screen video and imported
into ELAN (2019) for manual transcription of verbal (Selting et al., 2009) and embodied conduct (Mondada, 2019) (see
Appendix). In the extracts, the first line of the transcription is in Swiss German and the second line is a translation in English.
For purposes of accuracy, we will show some embodied actions that appear on the videos in screenshots, choosing the
perspective that depicts the action with the most clarity. In some instances, the images will be from one of the eye-tracking
glasses and in others from the split screen.
The data analyzed in this paper is part of a larger corpus collected for a research project that focuses on deixis and joint
attention. Our collection consists of 11 instances of pointing gesture þ “so” utilised to point at the outcome of an action. We
will show four instances of the phenomenon in our analysis section that present different variants of the identified practice.
Three of the examples pertain to our “relocation” data set, in which participants are building furniture following an in-
struction booklet of IKEA, and one is from our “museum” data.
4. Empirical analysis: pointing at the outcome of an action
In the first instance, we examine one exemplar of this practice from our “museum” data in order to provide an overview of
the main features of the practice: the particle “so” accompanied by a pointing gesture at an object or entity as a visible
outcome of an action. We then examine three more comparative instances from our “relocation” data set, where this practice
appears in settings with instructional actions either to give instructions or to confirm the result of a just performed action. The
examples provided present recognizably the same practice with distinct temporal trajectories.
In excerpt 1, participants are walking around a game-museum and are making comments about the different games they
can observe. In this sequence, Anna (see Fig. 1, on the left) comments on a Rubik’s cube that is on display.
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and claims that she cannot do this “<<lachend> aber hehe do DAS chan ich nit;>”/ “but I cannot do this” (l.11). Mike affiliates
with her at line 15 “aso ich würds SOmache;”/ “well I would do it like this”. His turn is formulated with the deictic expression
“so” which functions as a flag (Streeck, 2002) that attracts the addressee’s visual attention. The flag is combined with a
pointing gesture; at “SO” he points at the cube that is next to the one that his interlocutor pointed at (Fig. 2). While the cube
that Anna points at (Fig. 3, left) is the conventional Rubik’s cube that one can buy in a store, the cube that Mike points at
illustrates a disassembled version of the Rubik’s cube (Fig. 3, right). Both interlocutors use a pointing gesture to specify the
exhibit they are referring to. Anna uses the demonstrative “das” þ pointing gesture to point at the cube that represents the
normativeway of playing this game, i.e. attempting to solve it bymoving the colours around. The demonstrative “das”marks a
shift of attention to the Rubik’s cube (Diessel, 2006) and introduces the new referent as a “commentable” for the interlocutors.
Having introduced the Rubik’s cube as a new focus of attention, Mike uses the modal deictic “so”with the pointing gesture to
point at an alternative and contrastive version of how this game could be played, namely by cheating. He uses the modal
deictic “so”with a gesture to point at the disassembled cube that shows the visible outcome of an action, i.e. playing the game
by disassembling the pieces, an action which he also expresses verbally in the next turn in line 16 “eifach useNANDnä“/
“simply take apart”.
This is a clear example of the practice we have identified in our data set where the deictic “so” with a pointing gesture is
utilised to point at a target in the surroundings that shows the outcome of an action, howMikewould do the Rubik’s cube and
how the cube would look like after he had played with it.
Having presented our first examplewhich shows the investigated practice, we now turn to our “relocation” data for amore
detailed analysis. In all three extracts that follow, two closely related participants are jointly building a cupboard. In extract 2
(Umzug_03), a couple, Arno and Fabienne, are moving into a new flat and are building their furniture. In extracts 3 and 4
(Umzug_01) we have two sisters, Anna and Bettina. Bettina is moving into a new flat and Anna is helping outwith building the
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way.
Before we present our empirical analysis of these three extracts, we outline a particularity of our data set, which contrasts
to other instructional sequences (De Stefani and Gazin, 2014; Ekström, 2012; Lindwall et al., 2015; Stukenbrock, 2014). The
participants in the “relocation” recordings are confronted with a complex task, building a cupboard with the help of an in-
struction booklet, and although the instructions in the booklet are illustrated with images and follow a step-by-step pro-
cedure (see Fig. 4 for an example of the instruction booklet where the steps are numbered, for instance 22, 23 and 24), the
process itself is not represented. 
(Figure 4) 
Example of instruction booklet with numbered steps.It is not like video tutorials, for instance, where one follows the process of building a piece of furniture step-by-
step and the instructor does it virtually with you. The images on the booklet depict the outcome of a process, how
the result has to look like once the instructions have been followed correctly (see also Garfinkel, 2002). That is, the
instruction booklet only depicts certain aspects of the task at hand (for example, which screw goes where), but for
the practical aspects of assembling the furniture, the participants have to rely on their knowledge about the world
and their previous experience with similar tasks. In our examples, one assumes the task of reading and understanding
the pictures in the instruction booklet and giving “instructions” to the other participant, while the other deals with
the more practical task and the material elements in the physical surroundings. There is a certain distribution of
labour, and accordingly, roles between the two participants. Consequently, the participants must coordinate two
different spatial frameworks (Goodwin, 2003, p. 223) and are faced with a coordination problem they need to solve in
order to achieve a satisfying outcome. While the verbal component “so” of the multimodal package we are inves-
tigating refers to a referent that can be instantiated by two different targets, the pointing gesture establishes a
domain of scrutiny either on the instruction booklet or in the physical surroundings, where the participants need to
determine the corresponding target. The multimodal package “so” þ pointing gesture helps them establish a joint
focus of attention necessary to solve the momentary problems before proceeding with the next step of the task at
hand.
In sum, the images on the instruction booklet can serve different functions. For one, they are there to “instruct” how
to perform the task, but also to, retrospectively, check whether the task has been performed correctly. And the verbal
component “so” of the multimodal package emphasizes the way in which the element being pointed at has to be
“understood”. In our case, the features being pointed at illustrate the outcome of an action. Altogether, the different
resources involved complement each other to achieve a joint focus of attention and an intersubjective understanding,
prerequisites for achieving coordination and co-operation (Hausendorf, 2013) and a joint course of action (Goodwin,
2003).
We now present the first example of the “relocation” data set. Fabienne (Fig. 5, standing and the one in charge of reading
the instruction booklet in this sequence) and Arno (Fig. 5, seated) have put the bottom part of the cupboard on the floor and
are about to proceed to the next step when Arno initiates repair (Schegloff, 1992, 2000b).
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terlocutors encounter while putting up the cupboard they are currently building. Fabienne initiates an instruction
sequence at line 05 “h ez müemer das (0.3) BO:deteil-”/ “now we have to ( ) the bottom part”, which is left pragmatically,
syntactically and prosodically incomplete and projects more to come. Note that the speaker uses the pronoun “wir”/ “we”
rather than “du”/ “you”, indexing a collaborative involvement of both speakers in the instructing sequence. At line 07 she
fulfils the projection by producing an increment to her turn “eso: um (0.3) ufSTEllä,”/ “put- put up like this”, followed by
another turn constructional unit (Sacks et al., 1974) “und denn DIE-”/ “and then these” (l.09) that is the follow-up step
once the cupboard has been “put up”. At “eso”/ “like this” (l.07) Fabienne lifts her hands with her palms showing up and
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is, however, not on Fabienne’s embodied action. Instead, he is looking once at the screw, then at the paper instructions
and back at the screw.
Before completing the second step suggested at line 09, Arno initiates repair on her turn in line 07 “WIE ufstelle;”/
“put up how” (l.11) by partially repeating Fabienne’s declarative statement and adding the interrogative word “how”
(Schegloff et al., 1977), locating the trouble source in the “manner”. Arno is the one holding the piece of furniture they
have to put up (Fig. 7). While Fabienne, who is holding the instructions, is concerned with explaining the overall layout,
being concerned with the larger activity their actions are embedded in, Arno deals with the practical problem of the
piece’s orientation.
Latched to his question is a request for more specific instructions “gisch mr e RICHtigsagob.”/ “will you give me a
direction” (l.12). Fabienne complies both verbally and in an embodied way with the request; in the middle of “RICH-
tigsagob”, she reaches for the instruction booklet, produces “LUEG emol”/ “look” (l.13) and places the manual in front of
Arno so that he has easy access to the depictions, thus inviting him also in an embodied way “to look” at the instructions.
These preparatory actions are helping Fabienne provide the repair solution both verbally, with the modal deictic “eSO:”/
“like this”, and in an embodied way, by an accompanying pointing gesture at an image depicted on the instruction booklet
(l.15, Fig. 7). Fabienne’s pointing gesture attracts Arno’s visual attention to the image she is pointing at (Fig. 6). While
pointing at the image, Fabienne introduces a subordinate clause “dass DIE o:be sind.”/ “that these are on top” (l.16) that
verbalises the result of his action if he follows her instructions. If he puts up the board in the way she is indicating (with
“eso” þ a pointing gesture on the image of the booklet), then the screws she is referring to with “die”/ “these” would be
on top (“obe”).
The deictic “die”/ “these” is accompanied by a pointing gesturewith her right hand on the screw of the cupboard while she
simultaneously keeps her left hand pointed at the image (Fig. 8). In this way, Fabienne gives meaning to the visible graphic
structure on the booklet by embedding the representation within its contextual field (Goodwin, 2000a). Arno holds his gaze
on the image Fabienne is pointing at with her left hand and does not look at the screw she points at. But he does not need to
look at Fabienne’s second pointing gesture to identify “how” the cupboard has to go “up”, because he has already identified
the correct direction and displays this understanding in line 17, where he overlaps with Fabienne in formulating a subordinate
clause that completes Fabienne’s “eSO:” from line 14. However, the formats differ slightly; while Fabienne indicates the screw
by pointing at it, Arno denominates the screw bymentioning the nickname they invented for the screw prior to this excerpt.4
As already mentioned, the participants have to coordinate different spatial frameworks (Goodwin, 2003, p. 223) when
building a cupboard with the help of an instruction booklet. This example shows how Fabienne uses the multimodal package
“so” þ pointing gesture to help solve their coordination problem by establishing a joint focus of attention on relevant targets.
To sum up, in this extract, the modal deictic expression “so” is combined with a pointing gesture directed at an
image in the instruction booklet in order to guide the co-participant’s attention to the location where relevant in-
formation to his question can be found. By combining a pointing gesture with the modal deictic expression “so”/ “like
this”, Fabienne can specify that the referent of her target is not the object itself, but rather how something has to look
like if the action in question (putting up the cupboard) is performed correctly. As we have already specified, the
instructional sequences in our data set present the particularity that the assembling process, the “how”, is not pre-
sented in the instruction booklet; the images only depict the results of the actions that need to be performed in order
to build the cupboard correctly. So when Fabienne points at a picture in the booklet, she does not show Arno the
process of putting the cupboard up, but is pointing at the result, “how” it looks like when the cupboard is put up
correctly. This instance shows that Fabienne can point at the result of an already performed action to instruct Arno to
perform a prospective action.
In the next excerpt, the sisters, Anna and Bettina, are also building a cupboard together. Bettina is the one in
charge of the instruction booklet (Fig. 10, on the right) and Anna (Fig. 10, on the left) is handling the physical
objects. Prior to this sequence, they had to figure out which side of the board has to go “up” when laying it down
on the floor. Anna has performed the manual task of laying the board on the floor, while Bettina was giving her
instructions. Now, Bettina wants Anna to look at the instruction booklet and confirm that the board is in fact
laying correctly on the floor. The multimodal package “so” þ pointing gesture is used here as a request for
confirmation.3 Her turn at line 07 is another multimodal package, where “so” is combined with an iconic gesture (see Stukenbrock, 2015), but this is not the focus of
this paper.
4 The screw has quite a peculiar form and looks like a “wolverine claw” to Arno and Fabienne (see Fig. 9).
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visual access to them (Fig.11). Her embodied action alongwith the verbal request “lueg schnäll ob das stimmt”/ “look quickly if
it’s right” (l.03) invites her sister to “have a look” at the instructions,where she foregrounds forAnna,withmultimodalpackages
containing deictic expressions andpointing gestures, the domains of scrutinywhere the relevant targets can be found (Figs.12–
14).6 Thedomains of scrutinyBettina is pointing at are themselves alreadyhighlighted in the instructions,7which indicates that
these areas are in fact important for the assembling process. In a prior sequence, not included in the transcript, Bettina had
turned to the depicted elements (a hole and a smooth edge) visible in the highlighted areas for discerning which side of the
board goes “up” when instructing her sister how to lay the board on the floor. In this prior sequence, it was Bettina who was
reading the instruction booklet and Annawas the one handling the board. Now, Anna has to confirm, at Bettina’s request, the
correctness of the action she completed before, which is placing the proper side of the board upwards. Anna has had a good
visual access to the “real” object in question in the prior sequence and now has to check if the relevant targets (the hole and a
smooth edge) of the board match indeed the images depicted in the instructions. This is another example of the coordination5 For the use of “also” as a reformulation marker see Deppermann and Helmer (2013).
6 We only show Anna’s perspective because her sister’s pointing gesture and the domain of scrutiny are better visible in this recording.
7 Certain elements are depicted in a bigger way than others and appear in a framed box.
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using an instruction booklet for their furniture assembling process. In the prior example, Fabienne used the investigated
multimodal package to instruct Arno by showing him the correct outcomeof the next relevant action. This example nowshows
how the participant who was giving the instructions during the assembling process uses the same practice, “so” þ pointing
gesture, but this time to request confirmationof an already performedaction. This confirmation-seeking sequencehappens at a
pointwhere the sisters are dealingwith the practical problem of verifying the correct outcome of Anna’s previously performed
action. Themultimodal package “so”þ pointing gesture is used to establish a joint focus of visual attention, necessary for Anna
to comply in lines 06 and 08 with her sister’s request for confirmation. The confirmation sequence contains three turns with
multimodal packages of deictic expressions coupled with pointing gestures in lines 3 (“das”/ “this”), 4 (“das”/ “this” and “so”/
“like this”) and5 (“so”/ “like this”).Whilst thepointinggesture foregrounds thedomainof scrutinywhere the relevant targets in
question can be found, Anna specifies that the referent is either an object (“das”/ “this”) or the visible result of an action per-
formedwith anobject (“so”/ “like this”). Bycheckingnow, the two sisters canprevent awrongplacementof theboard leading to
subsequent errors and it is thus important that both check if, so far, they had followed the instructions correctly.
By now, we have seen two instances from the “relocation” data set where the interlocutors use “so” þ pointing gesture. In
excerpt 2, Fabienne shows how the outcome of the action of “putting the cupboard up” has to look like if the action is
performed correctly by pointing at the corresponding image on the instructions booklet. Thus, she is instructing Arno how to
perform the action by showing him a picture of the correct outcome of the action. In the third excerpt, Bettina invites her
sister Anna to look at the instruction booklet in order to confirm if the action of laying the board down on the floor has indeed
been performed correctly. Thus, the multimodal package is used both retrospectively to confirm the correctness of an already
performed action and prospectively to instruct the co-interactant to perform a next action correctly.
In the last excerpt (4), Anna and Bettina need to establish how to screw a hinge onto the cupboard. In contrast to the
previous excerpt, where Bettina (Fig. 15, right) was giving instructions and asking her sister for confirmation, it is now Anna
(Fig. 15, left) who, after having performed the task of placing the hinge onto the board, asks her interlocutor, who is holding
the instruction booklet, for confirmation before moving on with the next step of screwing the hinge onto the cupboard.
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physicalobjects.At thestartof this sequence,Anna tries to summonher sister’s attentionwitha request fora screwdriver “woisch
jetzdeSCHRUbezieher,”/ “where is nowthescrewdriver” (l.01). Once the request is granted,Annaestablishes anew interactional
focus by asking her sister, who is holding the paper instructions, for instructions on how to screw the hinge onto the cupboard
“MITe::m-_wiwie CHUNNTS jetz ane,”/ “with thehohowdoes it have to beplaced” (l.12)9. At the endof “MITe::m”, she shifts her
gaze from the hinge to the paper instructions that are laid out in front of Bettina.While keeping her gaze at the instructions, she
pointswith her right-hand index finger at the hinge and shifts her gaze to her sister. After 0.1 seconds Bettinameets Anna’s gaze
andthe interlocutors aremutuallymonitoringeachother (Fig.16).However, insteadofproviding the instructionsas requestedby
Anna, she initiates repair “hm,” (l.14) (Schegloff, 1992, 2000b). Anna then shifts her gaze to the hinge, while maintaining the
pointing gesture at it, and produces “eSO; (0.2) Oder10-”/ “like that or” (l.16) (Fig.17). By pointing at the hinge, she invites Bettina9 Prior to this sequence, the speakers have discussed the next steps and established that the hinge needs to be screwed onto the third hole from the top.
10 Note that at line 16 Anna incremented her turn with “Oder”/ “or”. In Swiss German, “oder” can have different functions, e.g. tag (Clausen and Scheffler,
2020), discourse marker (Drake, 2016) or coordinating conjunction (Eisenberg, 1994; Zifonun et al., 1997).
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hinge on the cupboard. Bettina understands it to be a confirmation seeking device (Stivers and Rossano, 2012); she directs her
gaze to thehinge followingAnna’s pointinggesture andprovides a type-conforming response “JA;”/ “yes” (l.18) (Raymond, 2003)
followedbya confirmation “SO”/ “like that” (l.21). InoverlapwithBettina’s “JA”/ “yes” at line18,Annamoves thehinge slightly, so
that the holes of the hinge fit the holes on the boardmore accurately, without changing the initial position of the hinge (Fig.18).
The second “eSO” in line 20 is seeking confirmation to her current embodied action, hermanipulation of the hinge. Since Anna’s
second “eSO” (l.20) comes inoverlapwithBettina’s confirming “SO” (l.21), Anna repeats her prior turn “SO” (l.23)11 and turnsher
gaze to thepaper instructions.However, Bettinadoesnotprovide theconfirmation thatAnnahas requested. Instead, she initiates
self-repair (Schegloff et al., 1977) “äh (.) WART;”/ “eh wait” (l.25) on her prior turn “SO;” (l.21), having already turned her gaze
back to the instructions, and turns the page to the correct one. Anna then self-confirms her prior embodied action at line 27 “JA;
(0.3) SO.”/ “yes like that”, aftermonitoring the image that portrays the correct position of the hinge in the paper instructions that
Bettina is holding, and Bettina agrees with her “JA; (0.4) JA; SO;”/ “yes yes like that” (l.28).
With the use of “SO” and a pointing gesture at the hinge, Anna attempts at mobilising her sister’s co-orientation to the
result of an already performed action, her positioning of the hinge on the board and so lays the ground for their joint attention
towards its correct positioning. The excerpt presents a complex sequence where the modal deictic expression “so” is either
used for confirmation seeking (lines 16, 20 and 23) or for (self)-confirmation (lines 21, 27 and 28). The confirmation seeking
turns are produced by Anna, the sister who is performing the manual task of positioning the hinge correctly onto the board,
whereas the confirming turns are produced either by Anna or by Bettina. For the confirmation seeking instances, we see that
the first time Anna produces her request for confirmation containing the modal deictic “so”, she couples it with a pointing
gesture. This instance shows that the multimodal package “so”þ pointing gesture can be used to direct the addressee’s visual
attention to a domain of scrutiny where the outcome of an already performed action has to be taken into account in order to
perform the relevant next action (in this case, confirming the correct positioning of the hinge). Anna’s second request for
confirmation containing themodal deictic “so” (lines 20 and 23) presents another multimodal package, where “so” is coupled
with an object manipulation in which Anna is performing the action (positioning the hinge correctly onto the cupboard) for
which she wants a confirmation from her sister. This instance is a case of the multimodal package “so” þ performance,
presented at the end of Section 2 in this paper, where the addressee needs to monitor the action in progress in order to “fill”
the lexico-semantic content of the modal deictic expression (Stukenbrock, 2014). All in all, the confirmation seeking turns
performed by Anna contain two different multimodal packages, both produced with the modal deictic expression “so”, which
underlines that the target in question is either an already performed action (“so” þ pointing gesture) or a performance in
progress (“so”þ object manipulation). In bothmultimodal packages, the deictic expression is used to highlight the qualitative
aspect of the action in question, “how” something was done (Stukenbrock, 2014, p. 87).
When the modal deictic “so” is not accompanied by a pointing gesture or an object manipulation, it is used as a confir-
mation token, either produced by Anna when self-confirming or by Bettina when she complies with Anna’s requests for
confirmation. Requests for confirmation are “polar questions” that make a confirming or disconfirming response condi-
tionally relevant (Rossano, 2010; Stivers and Enfield, 2010) and can be answered by interjections like “yes” (lines 18 and 28) or
by repetitions (lines 21, 27 and 28) (Enfield et al., 2010, 2019; Stivers and Enfield, 2010).
With the confirmation sequence presented above, Anna is ensuring that the result of her performed action is correct before
initiating the next step, that is screwing the hinge onto the board. Thus, “so”þ pointing gesture is used to request a confirmation of
analreadyperformedaction and for establishing co-orientation and coordinationwith regard to theoverarchingproject of building
the cupboard. Since each step in the process is dependent on the correct implementation of the prior one, the confirmation of the
correct outcome of the prior action is important in order to ensure that the following step can also be performed successfully.
5. Discussion
The cases we have studied in this article present a systematic use of the particle “so” accompanied by a pointing gesture.
What transverses the examples in the empirical analysis is that the point establishes a domain of scrutiny where the visible
outcomeof anactionhas tobe taken into account, and theverbal component “so”emphasizes that the targethas tobeperceived
in a certainway, foregrounding the qualitative aspect.While in some instances the practice is used prospectively, in others it is
used retrospectively. For instance, in excerpt 2, Fabienne employs themultimodal package “so”þ pointing gesture to a domain
of scrutinywithin the instruction booklet to instruct Arno, showing him how the outcome of the action shewants him to carry
out has to look like if the action is performed correctly. The multimodal package is employed to illustrate prospectively the
correct outcomeof an action that the participants still have to achieve and is therefore forward-oriented. Excerpt 3, on the other
hand, illustrates an instancewhere “so”þ pointing gesture is employed to ensure the correct outcome of an action that has just
been performed. Bettina is in charge of reading the instruction booklet and invites her sister Anna, who has assumed the
practical role of dealingwith the furniture, to look at the instruction booklet too, in order to confirm that the action she has just
performedhasbeen indeedcarriedout correctly. And in the lastexcerpt, Annawants a confirmationof the correctoutcomeof an
action she had just performed, placing the hinge onto the board in the right way. All of the cases show that the multimodal
package “so” þ pointing gesture serves either to retrospectively confirm the correctness of a prior action or prospectively to11 Partial or full repeats are a common characteristic of overlapping talk (Schegloff, 2000a).
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outcome of a prospective action, interlocutors are in a position tomove fromprior to next-positionedmatters. This is especially
important in settings where there is a common practical goal that has to be achieved collaboratively by the participants by
following step-by-step procedures. In our data, participants use this practice frequentlywhen building furniture togetherwith
the help of an instruction booklet, where they need to solve complex coordinational problems of different spatial frameworks
(Goodwin, 2003, p. 223). By using a pointing gesture, the participants can direct the addressee’s visual attention to a domain of
scrutiny where additional information necessary for the task at hand can be found. They either point to the “real” objects they
need tomanipulatewhenbuilding furniture or to the images depicted on the instruction booklet. The deictic expression “so” in
these instances functions as a summons for gaze (Stukenbrock, 2018a) laying the grounds for a successful establishment of joint
attention, a basic requirement for successfully performing a joint activity (Clark, 1996).
Accordingly, the practice is also found recurrently in settings where instructional actions occur in environments in which
the participants pursue a collaborative activity, for instance when participants have to cook something together or figure out
the rules of a game together. The reason for the occurrence of this practice in such settings is that there is an overarching
project involved and the “end result” depends on the correct implementation of smaller steps. The practice “so”þ pointing at
the outcome of an action serves to coordinate the individual actions of the participants involved so that they, in turn, can
contribute to the progressivity of their overall “project”. By confirming the correctness of their prior or next actions, they can
ensure the successful achievement of their collaborative project.
With regard tothe temporalityof thecomponents in themultimodalpackage, theexamplespresentedaboveshowthat there is
a variation in the emergence of the gesture and the correspondent modal deictic. In excerpt 3, Bettina has already placed the
instructions in front of Anna before producing the deictic expressions, which are relatively precisely timed with the pointing
gestures; the deictics either slightly precede the apex (“das”/ “this” in line 3 and “so”/ “like this” in line 4) or are produced during
the apex (“das”/ “this” in line 4 and “so”/ “like this” in line 5). Similarly, in excerpt 4, the deictics (lines 16 and 20) are produced
during the apex of the pointing gesture or whilst manipulating the object in question. In excerpt 2, on the contrary, Fabienne
produces thedeictic expressionwhilstplacing the instructionbooklet in frontofher interlocutor, allowinghimtohavegoodvisual
access to thedomain of scrutiny, before performingherpointing gesture. The participants donot express the verbal componentof
the multimodal package during the apex of the pointing gesture but locally adapt the timing, taking the addressee’s visual
attention into account. This is in linewithHindmarsh andHeath’s (2000, p.1863) observation, that “the relationship between the
utterance – in particular the deictic term or expression – and the gesture [.] is subject to a range of local contingencies”.
Taking into account the results presented above, by using “so” concurrently with resources generally considered to be in the
service of local deixis (Fillmore,1997), suchaspointinggestures (Goodwin, 2000b, 2003;Kendon, 2004;Kita, 2003; Fricke, 2007;
Stukenbrock, 2015), participants are directing their addressee’s attention to a domain of scrutiny, the placewhere they should
look for additional information tofill the lexico-semantic content of themodal deictic expression “so”. This observation is onpar
withHarweg’s (1990) theoretical positioning on the use of pointinggestures in the service ofmodal deixis and complements the
description of multimodal packages with “so” identified so far (Stukenbrock, 2014), where the action in progress has to be
monitored to “fill” the lexico-semantic content of “so”. However, while in Stukenbrock’s (2014) study “so” functions as a con-
textualisation cue or a flag (Streeck, 2002) that attracts the addressee’s attention to the gesture or bodily performance,what our
examination of themultimodal package further illustrates is that “so” combinedwith a pointing gesture directs the addressee’s
visual attention to the “outcome”of this performance. So, unlike local deixiswhere the focus of thepointinggesture is a feature in
the environment, such as an object, with this practice the focus remains on the performance of an action.
On thewhole, thepracticeexaminedhasbeenshowntobeanefficientmechanismforestablishing joint attention. Joint attention
is a basic requirement for the successful accomplishment of a collaborative activity (Clark,1996).While the pointing gesture directs
the addressee’s visual attentiononadomainof scrutiny, thedeictic expression “so” foregrounds that the target of thepoint has to be
perceived inacertainway. Inotherwords, “so” indicateshowthepointed-atelementshave tobe “understood”,which in theexcerpts
examined here illustrate the outcome of an action. In combination then, the two elements of the multimodal package, the deictic
expression “so” and the gesture, complement each other to achieve a joint focus of attention and an intersubjective understanding,
prerequisites for achieving coordination and co-operation (Hausendorf, 2013) and a joint course of action (Goodwin, 2003).
What our examination of themultimodal package “so”þ pointing gesture further demonstrates is that co-orientationmay
be established with respect to actions and not objects within everyday activities. Co-participants display their orientation to
actions that need to be performedwith respect to the activity at hand and direct their interlocutor’s attention to the outcomeof
an action that is relevant for their collaborative work. By pointing at the outcome of an action, participants can, for one, check
whether something has been done correctly beforemoving to the next task or instruct co-participants to perform a next action
adequately by showing them how the correct result of the next action looks like. Those actions highlighted by “so”þ pointing
are necessary prerequisites for the successful accomplishment of their task and need to be performed in a certain way.
To conclude with, we would like to highlight an important matter to resolve for future studies on this practice. In some of
the extracts we have examined in this paper, there are follow-up actions by the speaker who produces “so” þ pointing
gesture. These follow-up actions are of different types, one is a verbalization of the action referred to by “so” (excerpt 1), and
another is a verbalisation of the result of his action if the addressee follows the speaker’s instructions (extract 2). However,
such follow-up actions do not arise recurrently in the data. In some examples from our data set the verbalisation even comes
before the investigated practice and other times it is produced by the addressee and not the speaker. The instances in our data
set do not show a clear pattern, thereforemore research is needed in order to address the interactional function of these turns
A. Balantani, S. Lázaro / Language & Communication 79 (2021) 33–52 49satisfactorily. Future research could build on the results presented here and investigate the role of these formulations by
speaker and addressee in combination with the multimodal package “so” þ pointing gesture.
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Appendix A
GAT 2 transcription conventions (GAT2, Selting et al., 2009; for the English translation see Couper-Kuhlen and Barth-
Weingarten, 2011)
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Embodied actions are transcribed according to the following conventions developed by Lorenza Mondada (see Mondada
(2018) for a conceptual discussion).
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